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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

�[0001] High computing capacity is achieved by connecting a few servers with the same or different functionality together
to form a server farm. Applications running on these servers need to transfer data to one another. A server farm envi-
ronment is generally built from servers having different levels of security. In such an environment, the secure servers
must protect themselves from attacks originating at the servers having less security.
�[0002] One of the methods to protect sensitive servers from attacks from less trusted servers is the use of application
level firewalls. Application level firewalls generally are hosts running proxy servers, which do not permit direct traffic
between segments of the networks, and which perform elaborate logging and auditing of data traffic passing through
them. The proxy applications are software components running on the firewall and emulating the real target application.
Having a proxy application in the way negatively impacts the performance of the server farm as a whole. It also makes
the firewall less transparent, causing compatibility problems.
�[0003] Since firewalls are a separate unit between segments of the network, and since they contain complex logic,
they generate a substantial delay in the application- �to-�application communications. The more complex and high-�level
the filtering,� the greater the delay. Furthermore, firewalls may cause a communication bottleneck and may add a point
of failure between the applications. Moreover, a server farm may have a complex topology with redundant links and
parallel configurations. In order to maintain the level of security for such a topology, a new firewall may be added for
each new segment that may be created.
�[0004] Moreover, high-�level filtering is almost impossible if the protocol is complex or undocumented, because the
network layers under the layer to be inspected need to be emulated. Therefore, application-�level filtering is currently
performed only on well-�documented protocols in environments that are less performance-�sensitive. Examples of such
well-�documented protocols include e- �mail protocols, file transfer protocol (FTP) and hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP).
Examples of protocols on which high-�level filtering is not performed include database transactions, network file system
(NFS) transactions and remote procedure call (RPC) transactions.
�[0005] Currently application- �to- �application communication over a network involves several layers of protocol, for ex-
ample the seven layers of the open systems interconnection (OSI) model. Among their many functions, these layers
may enable error handling, rearranging packets that arrive in the wrong order, and multiplexing of data from different
applications.
�[0006] In the near future, application-�to application communication may take place over an efficient network having
multi- �channel communication hardware with communication protocols mostly implemented in hardware. Non-�limiting
examples of such network include new system area network (SAN), InfiniBand network, Fiber- �Channel network and
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network. Within these networks, it may be almost impossible and generally impractical
to provide firewalls able to support the bandwidth and topology of these architectures. It would be advantageous to
provide a new efficient method to filter application-�to application traffic.
�[0007] Document EP-�A-�0 465 016 describes a distributed multilevel computer security system and method. A trust
realm table defines which computers are members of predefined trust realms. A trust realm service program in each
computer is charged with the task of labeling and formatting users’ messages for transmission to specified other computer
systems. The trust realm service program is part of the computer’s kernel or operating system.
�[0008] Document WO 99/45454 A describes a method and agent for the protection against the unauthorized use of
computer resources. The agent comprises a pre-�set list of applications including a list of resources that each application
may utilize. Any direct or indirect request to specific services is analyzed, to determine whether such request is allowable
according to the list.
�[0009] Document US-�A-�5 987 611 describes a system and methodology for managing Internet access on a per
application basis for client computers connected to the Internet. Client-�based monitoring and filtering of Internet access
is provided in conjunction with a centralized enforcement supervisor. The supervisor maintains access rules for the
client-�based filtering and verifies the existence and proper operation of the client-�based filter application.
�[0010] The publication FORIN A ET AL.: "High-�performance distributed objects over system area networks" PRO-
CEEDINGS OF 3RD USENIX WINDOWS NT SYMPOSIUM, 12-15 JULY 1999, SEATTLE, WA, USA, 1999, pages
21-30, USENIX Assoc, Berkeley, CA, USA ISBN: 1-880446-29-4 describes high- �performance distributed objects over
system area networks. The paper demonstrates an effective approach to reducing round-�trip latencies and increasing
application bandwidth for a commercial distributed-�object system over user-�level networking. The optimizations described
therein shift the performance bottleneck to the support for security and threading, and the initialization overhead of
internal data structures.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

�[0011] The subject matter regarded as the invention is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the concluding
portion of the specification. The invention, however, both as to organization and method of operation, together with
objects, features, and advantages thereof, may best be understood by reference to the following detailed description
when read with the accompanying drawings in which:�

Figs. 1A and 1B illustrate a comparison of a standard network in relation to the OSI model and an exemplary system
according to some embodiments of the present invention:
Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of a filtering system for network devices according to some embodiments of the
present invention;
Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of a filtering system for network devices having a filtering server according to some
embodiments of the present invention; and
Figs. 4A and 4B show a flowchart diagram of the process of connection and transaction in an InfiniBand network
according to some embodiments of the present invention.

�[0012] It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements shown in the figures have not nec-
essarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimensions of some of the elements may be exaggerated relative to
other elements for clarity. Further, where considered appropriate, reference numerals may be repeated among the
figures to indicate corresponding or analogous elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

�[0013] In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the invention. However, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the present invention may
be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-�known methods, procedures, and components have
not been described in detail so as not to obscure the present invention.
�[0014] Some embodiments of the present invention are directed to a system that enables filtered application-�to-
application communication in a server farm in a multi-�channel reliable hardware environment (e.g. InfiniBand). The
system may also improve the performance of application- �to-�application communication between servers in the farm.
The implementation of multi-�channel reliable communication hardware may reduce the number of communication soft-
ware layers above.
�[0015] In some embodiments of the present invention a lightweight protocol based partly in hardware may replace the
existing application/ �transport network layer (layers 4-7) of the OSI model. The protocol may enable direct application
(user space)-to-�hardware communication and may enable the implementation of transport protocols in hardware.
�[0016] Reference is now made to Figs. 1A and 1B, which illustrates a comparison of an exemplary standard-�network
server and an exemplary multi-�channel communication hardware server according to some embodiments of the present
invention. Fig. 1A illustrates a block diagram of a standard-�network server in relation to the OSI model. In a standard
network, a network interface card (NIC) and a NIC driver are mainly associated with the physical layer and the link layer
layers of the OSI model.
�[0017] The network protocols (e.g. TCP/IP) are mainly associated with the network and transport layers. The upper
four layer of the OSI model may be associated with sockets (e.g. winsock) and application transport provider (e.g. netlib).
In a communication between users, there is a flow of data through each layer at one end down through the layers in
that server and, at the other end, when the data arrives, another flow of data up through the layers in the receiving server
and ultimately to the end user. In contrast, in some embodiments of the present invention, a multi-�channel reliable
communication hardware may communicate directly with an application associated with the application layer of the OSI
model as will be explained below.
�[0018] Fig 1B illustrates a block diagram of a multi-�channel communication hardware server (MMC HW) in a fast
network, which enables a fast filtered application-�to-�application communication between servers according to some
embodiments of the present invention. In these embodiments, multi-�channel reliable communication hardware 106 may
replace the standard network card. In relation to the OSI model, communication hardware 106 may replace the first four
OSI layers and some functions of the upper OSI layers as well.
�[0019] A server 100 may comprise a plurality of applications 102, a plurality of application program interfaces (API)
and filters (IFF) 104 and multi- �channel communication hardware 106. Server 100 may also comprise a kernel agent 108
and optionally may comprise a security monitor 110. The term "kernel agent" refers to software elements in a kernel
system, which initialize the hardware elements of the kernel system. These software elements may be further adapted
to allocate channels, to handle errors and the like.
�[0020] Communication hardware 106 may provide special communication capabilities of transferring data reliably
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directly from process to process. Non-�limiting examples of such communication capabilities include error detection,
queuing, memory management, multiplexing and security. Therefore, there may be a significant increase in application-
to-�application communication performance, because these capabilities no longer need to be provided in the software
part of the application-�to-�application communication. It should be noted that communication hardware 106 may comprise
a transport communication layer implemented in hardware and may have kernel-�bypassing capabilities.
�[0021] Non-�limiting examples of communication hardware 106 include new system area network (SAN) technology,
for example virtual interfaces (VI), InfiniBand, Fiber-�Channel, small computer system interface (SCSI), asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM) and even modified Ethernet.
�[0022] IFF 104 may be adapted to execute functions that are executed in a standard network by the application layer,
the presentation layer, the session layer and the transport layer as will be described in more details with respect to Fig. 2.
�[0023] Reference is now made to Fig. 2, which is a schematic illustration of a filtering system for network devices
according to some embodiments of the present invention. A server farm may include servers 100A and 100B, where,
for example, server 100A is more trusted than server 100B. Server 100A may comprise a plurality of applications 102A,
a plurality APIs and filters (IFF) 104A and multi-�channel communication hardware 106A. Server 100A may also comprise
a kernel agent 108A and optionally may comprise a security monitor 110A.
�[0024] Similarly, server 100B may comprise a plurality of applications 102B, a plurality of application IFFs 104B and
multi- �channel communication hardware 106B. Server 100B may further comprise a kernel agent 108B and may optionally
comprise a security monitor 110B. Servers 100A and 100B may be connected therebetween via a multi-�channel com-
munication link 101 between multi- �channel communication hardware 106A and 106B.
�[0025] Each application IFF 104 may provide an interface to a particular type of application 102. For example, there
may be separate application IFFs 104 for sockets (e.g. winsock), network driver interface specification (NDIS), remote
procedure call (RPC), network file system (NFS), distributed component object model (DCOM) and database applications.
Application IFFs 104 may be implemented in software to provide an interface between applications 102 and multi-�channel
communication hardware 106. For example, a database application 102 may call object linking and embedding database
(OLEDB) functions. One of the applications IFF 104 may provide OLEDB functions to the database application 102 and
may implement a new protocol that may directly access communication hardware 106.
�[0026] Each IFF 104 may include a filter that may filter communication based on a predetermined policy. Since the
filter is at the application layer, the filter may inspect transactions between applications and reject them or issue an alert
if they do not comply with high- �level, application- �specific rules including an illegal or impermissible client identity. Non-
limiting examples of transactions on which can be performed a high-�level filtering include: �

a) filtering database SQL transactions, login, stored procedures;
b) filtering invocation of RPC transactions, objects and methods;
c) filtering sockets (Winsock, BSD, etc) operations;
d) filtering remote logins;
e) filtering remote file system access commands (i.e. file sharing, NFS, CIFS), based on the path and/or the access
type (read, write, create, delete, etc.); and
f) filtering remote management commands (for example, a Web server cannot tell an application server to kill a
process, and a Web server cannot tell an application server to shut down).

�[0027] An example of an API and a filter (IFF) 104 may be a socket application filter (socket IFF), which is configured
according to some embodiments of the present invention. An example of a socket IFF may be a Winsock IFF. The
Winsock IFF is responsible for filtering Winsock- �based applications. The filtering process may be performed by inter-
cepting the Winsock API calls.
�[0028] Non-�limiting examples of data available to a socket IFF include the name of the process, which calls the socket,
the requested peer address for connection, port numbers, the actual data that is received or transmitted, and the total
number of open connections. Based on these inputs, the IFF may decide whether to silently fail the operation, to alert
the system administrator of suspicious activity, to pass the request forward or to authenticate the request.
�[0029] The filter (IFF) may operate in several ways. One way of operation may be blocking local processes by comparing
a process to a list of allowed calling processes. The socket library (e.g. Winsock DLL) is mapped to the calling process
address space. Therefore, the filter may request the calling process file information and may compare the received value
to a set of rules to determine whether the calling process is allowed to call the socket application.
�[0030] Another way of operation may be by blocking client ports. The filter may check the parameters of the "connect"
API to receive the destination address and port. The server address and port number may be tested against a set of
predetermined rules. If the test fails, the connection is rejected.
�[0031] Alternatively, the filter may block server ports. The filter may check the "listen" API, i.e. the socket that is used
for listening to new connections. If the listening port is not valid according to a predefined filtering policy, the function
fails. Another more specific filter may be applied to the "accept" API. Upon accepting a connection, the filter may check
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the client address. If the address is valid according to a predefined filtering policy, the connection is accepted.
�[0032] Another way for the operation of Winsock IFF may be blocking specific data. The filter may examine the buffers
sent over a connection (send and receive API). The data may be examined according to a predefined filtering policy.
The socket IFF may manage a set of tables. Non- �limiting examples of the tables may include a privileged processes
table having the process name and path and checksum and a listening port table including port number and maximum
allowed connection for server port. Other examples may include an approved client address table including client address
and maximum allowed connections from the client, and a data filter table.
�[0033] Another example of an API and a filter (IFF) may be a database filter configured according to some embodiments
of the present invention.
�[0034] The database IFF may regulate communication protocol by intercepting the calls to the database and replacing
them with a secure protocol layer. More specifically, the filter may be implemented as an OLE- �DB provider. Non-�limiting
examples of data available to database IFF include the database user, the transaction type, passwords, and the location
of the client machine, the records and table data. Based on these inputs, the filter layer may decide whether to fail the
operation.
�[0035] The database IFF may locate specific users by checking the connection packet, may identify specific client
machines by checking physical connection requests, may filter specific transactions by examining the transaction prop-
erties or any combination thereon.
�[0036] The table below specifies what type of data the client may send and the type of data available for the FFI. �

�[0037] Applications 102 are identified/�authenticated to IFFs 104 before creating a connection, thus avoiding the problem
of Trojans, scanning tools and the exploitation of the server application through protocol holes. This may be done by
identifying and/or authenticating any of the following:�

a) the module name and/or the names of the executable�(s);
b) the location of the executable �(s);
c) the timestamp of the executable�(s);
d) the size of the executable�(s); and
e) a hash (e.g. CRC, MD5, SHA) of the executable�(s).
f) a token and/or a key provided to the application and/or to the application process by an authentication service
and/or a subnet manager and/or a domain controller.

�[0038] It is noted that here and below in the specification as well as in the claims, the term token includes any type of
a security token, a security key, a seed or any equivalence.
�[0039] The high-�level filtering explained above might be used in order to ensure that allowed applications are not used
in a way that compromises security (e.g. by issuing illegal transactions). In order to avoid spoofing, the filtering may
verify that the logical user name or resource name or resource address originating from a particular resource corresponds
to the physical address of that resource and/or to other unique value associated with the resource, such as a key, a
token or a global unique identifier (GUID).
�[0040] The communication between application IFF 104 and communication hardware 106 may also need to be
secured. One possibility is to force a handshake between application IFF 104 and communication hardware 106 before
opening a connection. In this case, communication hardware 106 must contain an authentication mechanism.
�[0041] Another possibility may be to force a handshake between IFF 104A and IFF 104B when IFF 104A wants to
send data to IFF 104B. In this case, standard communication hardware 106 as described above may be used. Yet
another possibility may be that the operating system (OS) ensures that the IFF’s 104 and/or other related software has
not changed.
�[0042] Kernel software is generally considered secure. However, when it is necessary to ensure that the kernel is
secure, it may be advantageous to use the following process: When server 100 boots up, kernel agent 108 may authen-
ticate itself with communication hardware 106 in a challenge-�response process. It may also authenticate itself with an

Client Sends Data available to filter

Database connection request Client physical address, user login, user password.

Database transaction Client physical address, the SQL query

DCOM method invocation Client physical address, GUID, method

File System request Client physical address, folder, file attributes, user ID, password.

Winsock connect request Client physical address, port numbers, app
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authentication service, which may be in another machine. Then, anytime a user process on server 100 wants to com-
munication with an application on another server, it has to authenticate itself with the kernel agent 108. Once the
authentication is complete, kernel agent 108 may contact communication hardware 106, which issues a channel to agent
108 that is passed on to application IFF 104. Application IFF 104 then uses the channel to continue the secure commu-
nication.
�[0043] Security monitor 110 may alert other systems that a security breach has occurred and that a server is no longer
trusted. Security monitor 110 may send a heartbeat to multi- �channel communication hardware 106 or to a central
management service to indicate that all is well. Security monitor 110 may be implemented as a part of the operating system.
�[0044] Reference is now made to Fig. 3, which is a schematic illustration of a filtering system for network devices
having a filtering server according to some embodiments of the present invention. A server farm may comprise a plurality
of servers 100 and an authentication server 120. Authentication server 120 may comprise a multi-�channel hardware
communication 106, optionally a kernel agent 108 and an authentication service 122 coupled to multi-�channel hardware
communication 106 and to kernel agent 108. Non-�limiting examples of such authentication service include a subnet
manager, a domain controller and a certificate authority (CA). In these embodiments, the authentication process described
hereinabove may be performed on authentication server 120. Instead of performing the security policies on each of
server 100, the system may take advantage of the high performance of communication link 101 to perform a centralized
authentication.
�[0045] An application layer filter at IFF 104 may inspect transactions between applications 102 and may request an
authentication from authentication server 120. As described in relation to Fig. 2, application 102 may be identified and/or
authenticated to application IFF before creating the connection. In another embodiments of the present invention, the
servers may have dedicated multi-�channel communication hardware for authorization purposes. However, the servers
may transfer other data via a standard communication link
�[0046] Reference is now made to Figs. 4A and 4B, which is a flow chart diagram of the process of connection and
transaction in InfiniBand network according to some embodiments of the present invention. In this example, server 100A
is referred as a client computer and server 100B is referred as a server computer. The first stage, which is illustrated in
block 200, is the initialization of computers 100A and 100B. When client 100A and server 100B boots up (step 201), the
operating system of the computers may verify that the kernel software elements, i. e. kernel agents 108 are genuine
(step 202). In addition, Infiniband subnet management software may detect the fabric and may allocate partitions, local
ID’s and paths (step 203).
�[0047] The second stage, which is illustrated in block 205, is the connection establishment. A client application on
client computer 100A may want to establish a connection with server application on server computer 100B. Application
102A may pass a request together with credentials to IFF 104A (step 204). IFF 104A may request a token from an
authentication service (step 206). Alternatively, IFF 104A may request a token, a key or a seed from the operating system
of client computer 100. This operation may also be performed at a later stage on a per transaction basis as explained
hereinbelow.
�[0048] Now, IFF 104A may request a connection to application 102B from communication manager embedded in the
system kernel (step 208). IFF 104A may pass the token as a parameter to the system kernel.
�[0049] The communication manager of client computer 100A may request the connection from the communication
manager of server computer 100B (step 210). On the server machine, communication manager of computer 100B may
pass the request together with the token to IFF 104B (step 212).
�[0050] IFF 104B may determine whether the passed token is genuine and whether the source is authorized (step
214). IFF 104B may optionally send a random number back to IFF 104A to form a challenge-�response authentication.
When the authentication is ended IFF 104B and communication manager of server computer 100B may respond to the
request of client 100A in any known method (step 216). Optionally, together with data transfer, a session token may be
provided by server 100B to client 100A (step 217). The session token may be used in the following transactions.
�[0051] As was mentioned hereinabove, the authentication and identification may be performed in a separate transaction
after the connection has already been established in a standard way.
�[0052] Now the connection between application 102A and application 102B may be established. All transactions and
data transfer therefrom may flow directly between application 102A and application 102B without the need for kernel
intervention. The transaction process is described hereinbelow with respect to block 218.
�[0053] Application 102A may issue a transaction from application 102B without kernel intervention (step 220). IFF
104A may send the transaction to application 102B. If a session token is available, IFF 104A may sent the session token
to IFF 104B (step 222). IFF 104B may receive the transaction and may check the token and the transaction according
to a predefined security policy (step 224). If the transaction is legal, IFF 104B may transfer the transaction to application
102B for execution (step 226).
�[0054] While certain features of the invention have been illustrated and described herein, many modifications, substi-
tutions, changes, and equivalents will now occur to those of ordinary skill in the art. It is, therefore, to be understood that
the appended claims are intended to cover all such modifications and changes.
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Claims

1. A method for filtered application- �to-�application communication of applications (102) running on computing platforms
(100) including an operating system kernel (108), said method comprising:�

providing a communication interface (104) to an application (102); and
filtering application data received from a process of said application (102) according to a predetermined security
policy;
the method being characterized by said communication interface (104) being adapted to
provide said filtered application data either directly to communication hardware (106) by bypassing a substantial
portion of the operating system kernel (108), or indirectly to the communication hardware (106) through the
operating system kernel (108), depending on whether a communication between the applications (102) is already
established.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein filtering application data received from a process of said application (102) according
to a predetermined policy comprises: �

sending an authentication request to an authentication service (120, 122); and
receiving authentication information.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2 further comprising: �

verifying the identity of said application (102) prior to providing said filtered application data.

4. The method of claim 3 further comprising:�

sending at least one security token.

5. The method of claim 1 or 2 further comprising: �

verifying the identity of a machine (100) participating in said process prior to providing said filtered application
data.

6. The method of claim 5 further comprising:�

sending at least one security token.

7. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein providing said filtered application data directly to the communication hardware
(106) comprises: �

providing said filtered application data directly to a multi-�channel network interface card having direct user-�to-
hardware access.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein said multi-�channel network interface card is an InfiniBand card.

9. A system for filtered application-�to-�application communication of applications (102) running on computing platforms
(100) including an operating system kernel (108), said system comprising:�

multi- �channel communication hardware (106); and
at least one application interface-�and- �filter (104),
the system being characterized by said at least one application interface-�and-�filter (104) being adapted to
provide filtered data from an application process (102) either directly to said multi-�channel communication
hardware (106) by bypassing a substantial portion of the operating system kernel (108), or indirectly by not
bypassing the operating system kernel (108), depending on whether a communication between the applications
(102) is already established.

10. The system of claim 9 further comprising:�
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at least one authentication service (120, 122) adapted to determine whether said application process is genuine
and/or whether at least one machine (100) participating in said application (102) is genuine.

11. The system of claim 9 or 10, wherein said communication hardware (106) is a multi-�channel network interface card
having direct user- �to-�hardware access.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein said multi-�channel network interface card (106) is an InfiniBand card.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren für die gefilterte Kommunikation von Anwendung zu Anwendung von Anwendungen (102), die auf Com-
puterplattformen (100) laufen, die einen Betriebssystemkern (108) enthalten wobei das genannte Verfahren umfasst:�

Bereitstellen einer Kommunikationsschnittstelle (104) zu einer Anwendung (102); und
Filtern von Anwendungsdaten, die von einem Prozess der genannten Anwendung (102) empfangen werden,
gemäß einer vorgegebenen Sicherheitsrichtlinie;
wobei das Verfahren dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass die genannte Kommunikationsschnittstelle (104) so
ausgelegt ist, dass sie die genannten gefilterten Anwendungsdaten je nachdem, ob bereits eine Kommunikation
zwischen den Anwendungen (102) hergestellt worden ist, entweder durch Umgehen eines wesentlichen Teils
des Betriebssystemskerns (108) direkt an die Kommunikationshardware (106) oder indirekt über den Betriebs-
systemkern (108) an die Kommunikationshardware (106) liefert.

2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, bei dem das Filtern von Anwendungsdaten, die von einem Prozess der genannten
Anwendung (102) empfangen werden, gemäß einer vorgegebenen Richtlinie umfasst:�

Senden einer Authentisierungsanforderung an einen Authentisierungsdienst (120, 122); und
Empfangen von Authentisierungsinformationen.

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, das ferner umfasst:�

Überprüfen der Identität der genannten Anwendung (102) vor Liefern der genannten gefilterten Anwendungs-
daten.

4. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 3, das ferner umfasst: �

Senden wenigstens eines Sicherheitstokens.

5. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, das ferner umfasst:�

Überprüfen der Identität einer an dem genannten Prozess beteiligten Maschine (100) vor Liefern der genannten
gefilterten Anwendungsdaten.

6. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 5, das ferner umfasst: �

Senden wenigstens eines Sicherheitstokens.

7. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem das Liefern der genannten gefilterten Anwendungsdaten direkt an
die Kommunikationshardware (106) umfasst: �

Liefern der genannten gefilterten Anwendungsdaten direkt an eine Mehrkanalnetzschnittstellenkarte mit direk-
tem Zugriff des Anwenders auf die Hardware.

8. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, bei dem die genannte Mehrkanalnetzschnittstelle eine InfiniBand- �Karte ist.

9. System für die gefilterte Kommunikation von Anwendung zu Anwendung von Anwendungen (102), die auf Compu-
terplattformen (100) laufen, die einen Betriebssystemkern (108) enthalten, wobei das genannte System umfasst:�
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Mehrkanal-�Kommunikationshardware (106); und
wenigstens eine Anwendungsschnittstelle und ein Filter (104);
wobei das System dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass die genannte wenigstens eine Anwendungsschnittstelle
und das genannte wenigstens eine Filter (104) so ausgelegt sind, dass sie gefilterte Daten von einem Anwen-
dungsprozess (102) je nachdem, ob bereits eine Kommunikation zwischen den Anwendungen (102) hergestellt
worden ist, entweder direkt durch Umgehen eines wesentlichen Teils des Betriebssystemskerns (108) oder
indirekt, indem der Betriebssystemkern (108) nicht umgangen wird, an die Mehrkanalkommunikationshardware
(106) liefern.

10. System gemäß Anspruch 9, das ferner umfasst: �

wenigstens einen Authentisierungsdienst (120, 122), der so ausgelegt ist, dass er bestimmt, ob der genannte
Anwendungsprozess echt ist und/�oder ob wenigstens eine an der genannten Anwendung (102) beteiligte Ma-
schine (100) echt ist.

11. System nach Anspruch 9 oder 10, bei der die genannte Kommunikationshardware (106) eine Mehrkanal-�Netz-
schnittstellenkarte mit direktem Zugriff des Anwenders auf die Hardware ist.

12. System nach Anspruch 11, bei dem die genannte Mehrkanalnetzschnittstelle (106) eine InfiniBand- �Karte ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de communication filtrée d’application à application destiné à des applications (102) s’exécutant sur des
plates-�formes informatiques (100) incluant un noyau (108) de système d’exploitation, ledit procédé comprenant :�

la fourniture d’une interface de communication (104) à une application (102), et
le filtrage de données d’application reçues en provenance d’un traitement de ladite application (102) confor-
mément à une politique prédéterminée de sécurité,
le procédé étant caractérisé en ce que  ladite interface de communication (104) est conçue pour fournir lesdites
données d’application filtrées soit directement au matériel de communication (106) en contournant une partie
substantielle du noyau (108) du système d’exploitation, soit indirectement au matériel de communication (106)
par l’intermédiaire du noyau (108) du système d’exploitation, en fonction de si une communication est déjà
établie entre les applications (102).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le filtrage des données d’application reçues en provenance d’un
traitement de ladite application (102), conformément à une politique prédéterminée, comprend :�

l’envoi d’une demande d’authentification à un service d’authentification (120, 122), et
la réception des informations d’authentification.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre :�

la vérification de l’identité de ladite application (102) avant la fourniture desdites données d’application filtrées.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3 comprenant :�

l’envoi d’au moins un jeton de sécurité.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre :�

la vérification de l’identité d’une machine (100) participant au dit traitement avant la fourniture desdites données
d’application filtrées.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5 comprenant en outre : �

l’envoi d’au moins un jeton de sécurité.
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7. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel la fourniture directe desdites données d’application filtrées au
matériel de communication (106) comprend :�

la fourniture directe desdites données d’application filtrées à une carte interface de réseau multicanal possédant
un accès direct utilisateur vers matériel.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel ladite carte interface de réseau multicanal est une carte à architecture
InfiniBand.

9. Système de communication filtrée d’application à application destiné à des applications (102) s’exécutant sur des
plates-�formes informatiques (100) incluant un noyau (108) de système d’exploitation, ledit système comprenant : �

du matériel (106) de communications multicanal, et
au moins un dispositif interface et filtre (104) d’application,
le système étant caractérisé en ce que  ledit dispositif interface et filtre (104) d’application est conçu pour
fournir des données filtrées provenant d’un traitement d’application (102) soit directement au dit matériel (106)
de communication multicanal en contournant une partie substantielle du noyau (108) du système d’exploitation,
soit indirectement en ne contournant pas le noyau (108) du système d’exploitation, en fonction si une commu-
nication est déjà établie entre les applications (102).

10. Système selon la revendication 9 comprenant en outre :�

au moins un service d’authentification (120, 122) conçu pour déterminer si le traitement d’application est authen-
tique et/ou si au moins une machine (100) participant à ladite application (102) est authentique.

11. Système selon la revendication 9 ou 10, dans lequel ledit matériel de communication (106) est une carte interface
de réseau multicanal possédant un accès direct utilisateur vers matériel.

12. Système selon la revendication 11, dans lequel ladite carte interface de réseau multicanal (106) est une carte à
architecture InfiniBand.
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